


























	



Solutions









What We Offer
	





Product Reviews
Get 2-4 times more ratings and 100% real reviews, gaining valuable insights to boost growth.



	





Service Reviews
Build trust in your business while gaining valuable insights that enhance customer journeys.



	





Lipscore Analytics
Discover the power of data-driven decision-making with Lipscore Analytics.














Explore
	





Pricing
Competitive, Custom Review Solutions - Contact Us for a Quote.



	





Try Lipscore
Explore our review process and gain insights into response rates and customer satisfaction.



	





Request a Demo
Schedule a personalized demo of Lipscore's Customer Review Tool.
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Why Lipscore?









Reasons to Choose Lipscore
	





More Real Reviews
Get more ratings & real reviews with our advanced features for efficient utilization across products, markets, and stores.



	





Best Response Rate
Replace other solutions with Lipscore to get 2-4x more customer feedback, thanks to our user-friendly review process.



	





Real, Verified, Legal Reviews
Real reviews from verified customers only, complying with EU laws and regulations, and providing transparency and trust.








.
	





Google Traffic Boosters
With Lipscore, you gain full review ownership, increased Google traffic, and customizable ratings widgets.



	





Customer & Product Insight
Lipscore empowers you to measure and understand customer satisfaction, product quality, and service quality.



	





Industry Leading Support
Our Customer Success Team helps you succeed with ratings & reviews, regardless of your e-commerce platform.
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Partners & Integration


	



Resources









Learn
	





About Us
Get to know our history, team, value proposition, and guiding principles.



	





News Clips & Events
Explore our news section for the latest updates, events, news clips, and media coverage.



	





Our Blog
Your ultimate resource for understanding the power of ratings and reviews.








Get Inspired
	





Our Clients
Discover the ever-growing community of chains and online stores choosing Lipscore.




	





Success Stories
Inspiring stories of maximum feedback, genuine reviews, and actionable insights.



	





References
See how clients benefit from more ratings, real reviews and advanced features.














	





Contact Sales
Unlock the potential of high-volume ratings and authentic reviews for impactful data and business growth.








	





Help Centre
Reach out to our Customer Success Team for tech support and explore our comprehensive knowledge base to learn more.
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Login & Sales
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More Stars.
Real Reviews.
Bigger Profits.


Discover the revenue potential of genuine feedback at scale.




Try Lipscore



Watch our 3 minute demo




























Product Reviews.


Gain valuable insights about your customers and products that you can use to enhance the shopping experience and optimize your product range with reviews that increase traffic, conversion, and sales.



Learn More









Service Reviews.


Collecting customer feedback on the overall shopping experience, both online and in-store, helps build trust in your business and provides valuable insights into the challenges and opportunities along the customer journey.



Learn More









Lipscore Analytics.


Analyze data from ratings and reviews with customizable dashboards, gaining valuable insights into customer satisfaction, product quality, and service level across online and physical stores, empowering better decision-making.



Learn More












Trusted By 750+ Chains and Online Stores.








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































"Product ratings and reviews on Google increased the SEO-traffic by +416%"





Anna Svärd



Lampehuset (House of Lamps)
















"Lipscore is top notch 
compared to other leading solutions on the market!"





Berit Sjøvik



Makeup Mekka
















"Thanks to Lipscore’s customer success team, we’ve tripled our response rate!"





Sondre Huseby Øren



The Body Shop











6 Reasons to Choose Real Reviews by Lipscore.
























More ratings & real reviews










Lipscore empowers you to measure and understand customer satisfaction, product quality, brand perception, and service quality across online and physical stores, providing large amounts of valuable customer data to inform your decision-making, innovation, and optimization efforts.


























Markets best response rate










Lipscore guarantees the highest possible response rate, allowing you to gather more ratings and reviews than any other solution, with a user-friendly process that makes it effortless for customers to provide feedback.


























Google Traffic Boosters










Lipscore offers simplified reviews, full ownership of reviews, customizable widgets, and valuable customer service features like Support Trigger and Q&A functions, optimizing customer satisfaction, boosting Google traffic, and prioritizing your business needs.


























Customer & Product Insight










Harness Lipscore's analytical capabilities to utilize customer and product data effectively, thereby improving customer satisfaction, product quality, brand perception and service quality across both online and physical stores.


























Real, Verified & Legal Reviews










Lipscore ensures 100% real, verified reviews from actual customers, complying with EU laws and regulations, and providing transparency, trust, and protection against fraudulent and fake reviews.


























Industry leading Support










Lipscore's Customer Success Team provides exceptional support and guidance, helping you get started with Lipscore, optimize your solution, and make technical improvements. They are passionate experts dedicated to your success, ensuring a smooth and effective experience.












































More Stars.
Real Reviews.


Request a Demo.













Subscribe to our newsletter


Get the latest news, articles, and resources—straight to your inbox monthly.


By submitting, you accept our GDPR policy





Subcribe Today
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Sales: [email protected]
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Get the latest news, tips & resources. 



Straight to your inbox monthly.























































 